Discussions were focused on the state-of-the-art of reactor dosimetry and the awaited needs in the field. They concentrated on nuclear data, calculation schemes, and experimental benchmarks (ZPR and reactors). The adjustment methods were not discussed. Those items are detailed hereafter.
EPJ Web of Conferences -International programs can be studied and launched in shared facilities. However, fw facilities, mainly in Europe (0 in USA) can propose sufficient flexibility to new experimental programs: those programs could be cost-shared within an international cooperation. -As for nuclear data, an extension to Gen-IV benchmarking is highly expected (as it is the case for the on-going FREYA program in VENUS -Belgium -for ADS purposes). -Development of new instrumentation for neutron/photon measurements. -Dosimetry for burnt fuel transportation, and associated benchmarking was also mentioned.
A major concern covering all is the requirement for a complete dosimetry investigation is the gamma heating field. It was suggested that a special focus on that subject could be proposed for the next ISRD conference.
